2001 jeep grand cherokee power window fuse

When replacing door glass on certain year, make, model vehicles special steps need to be taken
in order to properly replace and reprogram the vehicle so the electric windows work properly.
Certain manufacturers require a special steps to reprogram the vehicle so that the windows
work properly. Below we will list some of the special instructions to make it easy to understand.
Turn ignition switch to ON. Lower the window by depressing the switch manually. Pressing and
Holding 3. Open the door 4. Turn the ignition switch to LOCK. Push down and hold the switch.
Turn the ignition switch to ON. Release the window switch. Repeat steps 4 thru 7 three more
times. Wait 1 second. If they work, go back to step one. Lower the window all the way by
pushing down the switch. Pull up and hold the switch until the window reaches the fully closed
position, then continue to hold the switch for one second. Confirm that the power window
control unit is reset. Hold the switch in the up position until set in the upper channel and hold
for seconds. Hold the switch in the down position until fully lowered and hold for seconds.
Remove the battery connection for up to 30 minutes, but some say 3 minutes is enough. Move
the glass to the full down position. Then touch the up button quickly 3 times. This should reset
the anti-pinch feature. Close both door and the soft-top or hardtop installed. Disconnect and
reconnect fuse 57 in the glove box. Open all found windows. Raise the front windows and hold
the switches in the up position for at least 3 additional seconds after the window reaches the
top. Close the rear windows completely. Check whether the reset procedure was successful.
Make sure window is in the full open position. Close the door. Press and hold the window
switch all the way down for approximately 17 seconds. Lift the switch and hold up. Window will
move up through its full travel, then down and back up again. Test function of feature. Close
both doors and the soft-top or hardtop installed. Lower windows completely. Raise the windows
and hold the switches in the up position for one additional second after the window reaches the
top. Lower the windows approximately 4 inches. Close the windows using the one-touch
function to confirm operation. Hold the switch in the up position until set in the upper channel
and hold for a count of 3. Listen carefully for a click. Then hold the switch in the down position
until fully lowered and hold for a count of 3. Repeat if necessary. Close the door for the window
being reinitialized. Run the window to the full UP position and hold the switch continuously for
a minimum of 0. Run the window to the full down position and hold the switch continuously for
a minimum of 0. Hold the switch in the up position until set in the upper channel and hold for at
least 5 seconds. Hold the switch in the down position until fully lowered and hold for at least 5
seconds. Run window up NOT using the express feature holding down switch. On the motor is a
rubber switch that looks like a plug. Push in and hold the rubber switch plug down while
manually operating the door glass to the full down position. DO NOT use the express feature.
Then operate the express feature two or three more time, up and down. Note: Jaguar has a
window switch with a two click position switch. The first click is the manual operation and the
second click is the automatic operation. Hold the window switch to the first click for the full
downward travel of the glass. Continue to hold the switch until a click or popping sound is
heard. Repeat the above operation for the full up. Check operation and repeat if necessary.
Remove the power window motor from regulator. Connect the power window motor connector
to the vehicle side wire harness. Hold the window motor switch to the UP position more than 6
turns revolutions or for more than 4 seconds. Install the power window motor to the regulator,
regulator to door and install glass. Check operation. Note: Steps must be completed within 30
seconds. The entire procedure must be completed within 5 minutes. Start with the ignition key
in the off position and the window open. Turn the iginition key to the ON position. Press the
front window switch to the auto position six times Auto up or Auto down. Turn the ignition
switch to off position and make sure the door is open. Press the front window switch to the auto
up position six times Auto up or Auto down 6. Turn the ignition key to the ON position and close
the door. The window glass will move down-up-down-up, which indicates that the window motor
is in reset mode. Pull and hold the window switch to the UP position until the glass stalls into
the upper header seal. Momentarily press the window control switch to the DOWN position and
release. The window will carry out a one-touch operation until the glass stalls at the bottom of
travel. Continue to hold the switch until it carries out and down-up movement. This movement
approximately mm indicates that the motor has been successfully reset. Run the regulator to
the full down position, then remove the motor from the regulator. Manually hold the button to
run the motor from full down in step 1 to full up. Repeat for 6 to 10 revolutions to trip the reset
feature. Re-install the motor with the regulator arm in the halfway up position. Re-install the
regulator assembly and install glass. Raise with AUTO to full up. Lower with AUTO to full down.
Confirm operation. Remove the power window motor from the regulator. Connect the power
window motor connector to the wire harness. Rotate the power window motor to the UP side by
more than 6 turn revolutions or for more than 4 seconds. Install the power window motor to the
regulator and install glass. The door glasses will go all the way down 3 Turn the key twice to the

left and hold. The door glasses will travel all the way to the top and stay 4. Check the operation.
You do have to reset the express up and down on these cars also. If its like most german cars,
run the glass up holding the switchabout 10 seconds after it reaches the top, roll down holding
the switch about 10 seconds after its down, run up again holding the switch and listen for a
clicking sound. Posted by joe. Audi 1. BMW 7 Series 1. The entire procedure must be completed
within 5 minutes 1. No special procedures necessary. Install and run up and down. Volvo 1.
Requires a computer reset and cannot be done in the field. Volkswagan Jetta and Passat 1 Put
key in the door lock 2 Turn the key twice to the right and hold. Re: Jetta front door glass
nightmare You do have to reset the express up and down on these cars also. If I do not drive my
Jeep every day the battery drains and has to be recharged. In the process of changing the
alternator and would like to know if anyone else has had this problem and if there is a fix for it
before I invest a lot of money into it. Calen answered 10 years ago. You have a electrical draw
on the battery. Like a stereo or alarm could be a bad battery to with only a surface charge. Matt
answered 9 years ago. Check all your wires for corrosion or proper connection to battery and
alternator. Have battery and alternator tested. Yes, in some cases new batteries could have
premature failure to cells Also check for accessories that may still be drawing power after the
ignition key is removed. Glove box light, interior lights, stereo, amp, etc I had this very same
problem, if your battery and alternator tests fine ensure there is no corrosion on the
connections to the starter. Mike answered 9 years ago. I have had the same problem with my
previous battery however this was on a grand cherokee. There was a constant draw from it
because of the poor charge maintained while running due to alternator problems. If you change
your battery and it happens again check your wiring through to your grounds and get your alt
checked at a local parts store. Hope this helps. Randy answered 9 years ago. If you find small
current draws, like your alarm system, stereo, etc are putting constant drain on battery, use a
solar charger plugged into the lighter socket assuming you park outside Otherwise wire up a
trickle charger if in your garage, keep it plugged in. Normally you should be able to go several
days between starting and the battery should stay up. I am having the same problem. But it
does it again. My remote no longer works either. Is there no way to unhook the security system?
Kevin answered 6 years ago. Have the same problem draining my battery. I have a after market
radio in which i think is killing the battery. Also have interior light problems. Have disconnected
inside lights before but battery was messed up by then. Brought new battery but seems to keep
draining aloso. Hello, I know this is an old forum, but i need to comment. So I started plugging
things back together and found the latch switch for the glass window was the culprit. I will crack
another beer and maybe i will attempt on of my other many tasks. I also read on a Jeep Forum
that the is known for the under hood light to stay on after the key is turned off and will drain the
battery. Have Jeep Liberty. Battery died, was charged Battery died again, replaced Only 12,
miles on jeep. In this cold in Michigan, if not driven for a day or 2 it dies. Multifunction light
came on a few days before it died however the manual said that means that gas cap is not on
right or bad gas. Never did it say it pertained to battery. Dealership said that the light was
because of the battery. Jonathan answered 5 years ago. You guys need to listen to aidman78 he
is correct on how to keep the battery from draining. Iv spent countless hours researching the
battery drain issue and found the culprit is exactly as aidman78 states. I will post pictures for
some of you that just want to remove the sensor. Its also not that difficult to replace in case you
want to find one at the junk yard will post pictures later k. Jonathan if you have pictures that
would be great. It would help me alot. I would like to let everyone know 1 thing I found out. The
rear wiper and tow were running mind down once before. I got a new wiper motor and have not
had any problems for over a year but after the cold winter my battery has not wanted to stay
charged. I can run it one day and in a day or 2 it is dead. We are going to try taking out the fuse
again and see if that is the problem. Any other suggestion please feel free to let me know. This
may help someone my next door neighbor has a jeep grand cherokee and his battery would
drain after about 3 days of sitting and the alarm would go off. He ask me to take a look at it for
him and i found out that his cigarette lighter was the culpit. Did not have a voltage tester to test
voltage but here is a simple and easy way i found to check to see if voltage draw is fixed. First
make sure battery is fully charged install battery and connect negative terminal to negative post
on battery then slightly drag positive terminal over positive post on battery if you get a spark
and ark you still have a voltage drain but if you found whats causing the drain like when i
removed his cigarette lighter and did not get a spark and ark then you know you have found the
problem. I hope this helps someone. Mommaspc answered 5 years ago. Sorry Mommaspc for
not getting back right away with pictures I will post some this Thursday. Iv been so busy
everyone with all the work I have had to do to my truck these last couple of weeks you all will
probably laugh. So far I have changed parts in the steering wheel because I had the death
wobble. I changed the shocks in the rear because it was causing me to bounce into other lanes

not fun. I changed the water pump it was leaking not fun. I changed the spark plugs multiple
times because of misfires and idle issues , i also forgot to mention its a 97 jeep grand Cherokee
Laredo v8. I found out the main reason its was misfiring was because of the cables being mixed
up for instance 5 was in 7 and 7 in 5. I found that for my particular model its rated at 40 gap for
the spark but up it to 45 and has helped with idle. I also replaced the idle control valve so far it
idle pretty good about rpm in park but will update when i replace the throttle valve and ignition
coil. I cleaned the terminals connected to the alternator and it increased my volts. I replaced my
steering stabilizer to help with making turns. I emptied my ac canister with a pump and refilled
with ra and now my ac in my car feels refrigerator cool, keep in mind it was like the other day
too hot. I replaced my catalytic converter and muffler twice, the first time they were old and they
both needed replacing. The second time i ran SEAFOAM in the gas and the stuff from the engine
ran down the exaust and got caught in the cat where it looks kinda like a honey comb design
long story short the air was restricted because the holes got filled up and the pressure that the
engine was pushing caused the comb to tear apart and shoot pieces in my muffler, i wish i had
pictures for that but i was too pissed that day and just wanted to replace them both. I had the
power drain from the battery that was caused by the alarm not turning off because of the rear
hatch switch being bad. I still have to replace the passenger locking mechanism because it
doesn't lock with the power switch. Theres more iv done and will update when possible and
please keep in mind most of the stuff had warranties and me and my brother has done all the
work ourselves so once im finished I will probably have spent to Timothy answered 5 years ago.
Jeepmad answered 5 years ago. Are you using the key fob to lock the jeep if you do you are
arming the security system on the jeep this will use loads of power and flat the battery in less
than 2 days. Nathan answered 5 years ago. I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited with just over
, Bought this car with just over 35, in It's been a great reliable car and always got me from point
a to b without a problem. This is the first problem I have really had with my jeep. The battery
would drain if it sat for more than a couple of days. I started out with the most obvious problem,
the battery was 11 years old, so I had it replaced and my alternator tested. The problem came
back. It spent a week at the jeep dealership and they couldn't find the problem they unplugged
just about everything there is to unplug. So I took it to my wife's friends husband who works on
electrical stuff in cars and it only took him a few hours and he had the problem solved. It was
the rear windshield wiper motor that was draining my battery! Hope this helps! Is your rear
wiper working? You also smell a circuit board burning oder inside jeep. You are getting a
voltage draw at the motor circuit board.. Quick test - with the battery charged the black plastic
box on rear wiper motor will be hot.. Battery will be flat next day if you don't unplug rear wiper
motor. FIX replace wiper motor, or just leave unplugged. Denis M. Just had my first problem
with something draining my battery, any updates on jeep Grand Cherokee. Astraman answered
5 years ago. I have a Jeep GCL with the same draining problem, only it seems to drain right
away. It tested out good battery and charging system so I plan to take some of this advice and
hook a voltage tester between the battery cable and the battery to measure the draw and watch
the tester while pulling fuses. Hopefully one fues will eliminate the voltage draw on the meter.
Bonnie answered 5 years ago. Remove the ignition off draw fuse in the fusebox under the
hood,,,problem solved! Patricio answered 5 years ago. If your battery drain is stopped by
removing the 50 amp fuse in the distribution panel, there are a number of things that can cause
the drain. The module is fed by the 50 amp fuse but the drain actually came from the tan wires
to both doors. Both door modules are tied to the Body Control Module and replacement of the
module solved the battery drain. The module is pricey but we used a module from a parts car.
Patricio answered 4 years ago. Thank you workgoats, where is that module located? Can you
describe it or post a picture of it? Thank you in advance. I only have experience here with a 96
and 97 ZJ. Some of the other years may be in a different location. It is behind the lower dash,
under the steering column. You cannot see the module from passenger compartment unless
you are laying on your back in the floorboard. Four screws hold it in place and there are three
plugs in the module, one from under and two from the firewall side. I'm a fairly large person so I
removed the driver's seat so I could lay in the floor and get access. I will post some pics but I
won't have time to do that today. The module I used was from a The one I used was 19 years old
and is probably defective too. Both sets of wires pull about the same amount of current. I read
that the 96 module will not work in any other years but the 97 will work in the There are a
number of these module on EBay but I fear buying used modules because, just like my parts
car, they may not work either. Thank you workgoats, I plan to dig for it this weekend, because I
have to remove the seat for the same reason. I'll update you as soon as I do it. Have a good one!
Don answered 4 years ago. Been in the shop 5 times for the same thing. Go out after it sits for
the weekend and the car won't start and the key gets stuck in the ignition. Just got the Jeep
back yesterday after having it in the dealers shop for a week. I was instructed that we don't

drive the car enough! The computer uses a little power all the time to hold the memory. After a
few days it drains the battery just enough that it won;t start. This is BS. It's brand new with 3,
miles on it in one year. I bought a gas powered car, not a hybrid. Any thoughts? I'm ready to
take it back. It's obviously not working properly. Lazerous20 answered 4 years ago. I have a
Jeep grand Cherokee limited ,I also have an automatic starter installed for at least ,10 years
from a separate company,the battery starts with a jump but when I shut it down ,it will not start
again without a jump ,and now my alarm key pad is broken and they told me it will take two
weeks to order another ,do you think the automatic starter is causing the problem or bad battery
or alternator. Gleda answered 4 years ago. We had to wait for someone to die in our town before
they put in a traffic light that we had asked for for over 20 years guess what after the lady died
they put in a light. Why wait for something bad to happen they need to fix their flaws. My uncle
told be not to get a jeep but I always wanted one so when he said they were crap I didn't listen
and he was a army mechanic I should of listened this is so irritating and exspensive and they
won't return my calls. Yes I'm mad I can't afford another vehicle to pay for again at this time and
who knows it may be a lemon too!!! Guess I vented enough I'm not a mechanic and my uncle
passed away so he can't help but I'm sure he wish he was here to help or tell me I told you I
wish he was here regardless. I hope you all get your keeps fixed And you should write to the
Jeep Management and give them a word or two. Got a 98 cherokee laredo, stumbled upon this
thread. Jeep told him if it is started every day there may not be any issues, the 4 days that the
jeep was not started it was incredibly cold here, we had ice storms etc. Boosrabbit answered 4
years ago. Found one issue with my was that the battery itself was too TALL!! It was causing it
to drain because both posts were coming into contact with hood. Changed to a shorter battery
and it worked fine for several days. Believe alarm is draining battery cause the little red light on
top of the dash that shows the alarm is armed, blinks fast when battery is up, as charge drops it
blinks slower. Have tried the manual lock instead of key fob but interior lights on doors won't go
off Ralph answered 3 years ago. I had the same problem. Finally solved it this weekend. Turned
out to be a constant drain from the security system. To locate the problem, I removed half the
fuses, problem went away, so I knew the problem was coming from one or more of the fuses
that I removed. Then I replaced half the fuses that I initially removed. I continued to "half split"
the problem until I had a single fuse remaining. Instead of repairing the problem, I decided not
to replace the security lamp fuse 1. I don't need the security system on a Cherokee. If it had
been a critical system, I would have traced that particular fuse back to the battery. Good luck!
My JGC Larado is a 2x drive. I have replaced the battery, alternator 2x last year. I have turned off
all the automatic items, manual lock door, turn off radio, ac, and lights. My truck has only K
miles and sits in the car port. After 2 days not running the battery will be drained. I have been
told the BCM is no longer manufactured according to the Jeep dealer. Is there a way to get the
BCM now? Guru9RF3J answered 3 years ago. I have the same problem. I took the negative
terminal off the battery and attached a battery charger to the positive on the battery and the
negative battery clamp not the battery so the battery charger was supplying power to the
vehicle. At rest the car was drawing 4amps. I pulled the fuses out in turn and the power draw
dropped to zero when I pulled out No. That is the rear wiper and the flipper window solenoid
amongst other bits and bobs. I will have a play with those one of these days. Wayne answered 3
years ago. My 98 Jeep Grand Cherokee the power to the windows is staying on even after the
doors are opening it started after the passenger side got flooded after hurricane Imma it drains
the battery in hours now. John answered 3 years ago. After dealing with parasitic battery drain
for my mother in law's Grand Cherokee that mechanically is in good shape with only 80, miles, I
took matters into my own hands. Mechanic friends said put a battery cut off switch on it. Hard to
get 84 year old to pop hood and turn the battery on. After watching several videos on parasitic
battery drain, I located a 50 AMP circuit to the lights and dash panel that had a significant drain
to kill the battery in several days. I put a 35 amp Toggle switch with a 50 amp box fuse in the
circuit to the fuse box beside the battery. I ran 10 gauge wire between the switch and the fuse
panel. If car is parked for more than a day flip the toggle switch. Problem solved. Jeep runs fine
with switch off you just have no dash and no lights. Azago answered 3 years ago. The only
thing I was worried about was the computer having issues with being turned on and off each
time. Gerald answered 3 years ago. It is located in the front passengers side door that is part of
the window and door lock switch assembly. It wasn't easy to find. I did a fuse-pull diagnosis
from youtube , then continuity tests from the 7 fuse socket to the wire pins. The only way to do
this is remove the fuse block from under the dash, which isn't too hard to do. Alternator is
putting out. The Jeep won't start most mornings It turns out her radio won't go off with the
ignition switch. This hasn't been a problem in the past since she always turns it off when she
gets out. Frequently she uses her cell phone n AUX for music, but no associated problems.
While charging her battery I went through a list of possible problems, including many on the

internet. What I eventually found was her tiny little CD icon was lit on the radio faceplate even
when the radio was switched to off. A friend of hers had given her a George Winston CD, which
she loved. She has been platying it constantly. Because I knew that she did not normally use
her CD I did some investigating. Whenever a CD disc is inserted into the radio the motor comes
on and the disc spins. This was happening even though the CD itself was not being played. As
each parking period went by some of the battery's reserve power was being drained. Both are
now scheduled for removal and replacement. She is careful to eject and remove any CDs before
exiting the vehicle. Failure to completely remove the CD disc from the player can result in the
player re-inserting and spinning the disc. Jim answered 2 years ago. Cmon Jeep about time you
got this sorted out, wont be buying another jeep LynnRu answered 2 years ago. I had no air
conditioning and no power windows for 3 days, but the jeep started. Husband Replaced the
battery and connectors less than a year ago. Mechanic said the drivers side door panel had to
be taken off and there was a wire running from the left door to the air conditioning module and
that they replaced that wire. When my husband to the check with his computer, it wasn't
showing any signs of any blown fuses or wire issues. The AC and power windows were fine
after that. Husband just replaced the connectors again friday on the battery. Drove the truck for
three days and it sat from Saturday until this morning monday when I came to work. I just ran
out to do some errands and the truck didn't want to turn over. So confusing and very frustrated
to say the least. Love my Jeep, but am getting tired of dumping money into a 16 year SUV that is
becoming the money pit for sure. Any suggestions? Black answered about a year ago. I have 2
99 jeep grand cherokee limiteds. Same vehicle just different colors. I have draw issues on
BOTH.. So this has to be a Jeep issue. I took one to the shop and they found nothing after
checking it for 1. But I get it home and let it sit for 3 days and its dead. I'm tired of buying
batteries. I wrote here earlier on this thread 4 yrs ago that battery dies after being parked 3 days.
I noticed rear wiper won't shut off even with key out so I don't use it. Dealership didn't find a
problem though. Tired of charging, tired of buying batteries. Tired of dealership telling me I
must drive 50 miles every day. I only put on less then miles a yr. That if I bring it in one more
time they will charge me. Hassle in winter for me at my age. Suppose to be my last car. It is a
Jeep problem for sure. I had contacted Jeep but they were useless. I will contact Jeep again. We
all should. Others have wrote similar what I wrote here about the back wiper and length of
driving time. I finally got it turned off, but it would come back on in the middle of the night. LOL I
finally took out the fuse thinking that was my issue. It wasn't. Thats when I took her into the
shop. I'm also older as well as disabled so its really a pain. But NOT 3 days. Here is their
response. Thank you for contacting Jeep Customer Care; I can understand the disappointment
you must feel, given that you have had to take your Jeep Liberty to the dealership many times
for problems with the battery. I would like to assure you that I will do everything I can to help.
Being a vehicle owner myself I realize that vehicle repairs can't be predicted and as such, they
are very disappointing. When customers take their vehicles to an authorized dealership, contact
us here at customer care or contact the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA ,
this data is collected and reviewed. On the other hand, if our customers decide to take their
vehicles to an independent repair facility or post their problems online; this data is not collected
and delays the possibility of a recall. This is why I sincerely appreciate the time you have taken
to contact us. That being said, are you currently experiencing the same issues with the battery
again? When did you last have your car at an authorized dealership for this issue? Thank you
again for your email. Have a great day. Best wishes, Jacob Jeep Customer Assistance. Forrest
answered about a year ago. I have a Grand Cherokee limited, I found the current draw was from
fuse 7 inside the vehicle, when pulling out the fuse I can hear a relay clicking, de-energizing, I
put a toggle switch with a 20amp fuse in series and turn the switch off when exiting the vehicle,
I first open the door hit the door lock button then turn the switch off and shut the door, I no
longer have a dead battery after a couple of days, however I have to use the key to unlock the
vehicle to enter the vehicle because it disables the remote unlock and interior lights, the fuse
says it is for cluster which effects all dash instruments, I just flip the switch after I start the
vehicle. Key off but still have current drain on battery? I will look at the circuits one by one and
do what the others have done to try to clear the drain! Going to pull the switches in dash and
see if a wire is loose or rubbing to ground? Referring to switches that operate Fog lights and
rear wipers too! Got to wondering about the defrost circuit for the rear window too! Lot of time
consumed doing these checks! Michael answered 10 months ago. I have owned a 95 Cherokee
sport for 20 years now- I had the security system removed by an auto electrician about 15 years
ago- Been a very reliable vehicle although why they put a trans cooler in the HOT side of the
radiator I will never know! That was rectified years ago by me- a couple of NSS
switches,extractor exhaust,and a couple of TPS units a couple of water pumps thats it! Not too
bad for near , klms? I figure was the last xj built to follow function! Now Jeeps are just over

technical pose machines! Not trying to be rude , but I believe they lost the plot- fucked up later
XJs - then continued to make disaster after disaster! Guru99HX9J answered 4 months ago. I
have a Jeep Cherokee I change the alternator and the battery and If I went a couple of days
without starting the Jeep then the battery drains can someone help. Dean answered 4 months
ago. I pulled my instrument cluster gauges panel and disconnected the plug. Sprayed electrical
cleaner on the pins and cavities and plugged it back together. It worked. Amp Draw down to 0.
Rose answered about a month ago. I have a jeep Cherokee and have been having problems with
drain battery I bought a new battery 4 months ago and my battery died again Checked alternator
is fine need some help any one having this kind of problem my jeep has less than 30, miles.
Jason answered about a month ago. I also have a Jeep Grand Cherokee , two new batteries in
two months took it to the shop and they told me it was an alternator and my auxiliary battery
needs to be changed. Have a Jeep grand cherokee. In the process of changing the alternator
and would like to know if anyone else has had this problem and if there is a My Jeep Grand
Cherokee has been checked out very in depth. Still cannot pin point the problem after hours of
maintenance checks. My mechanic thought that it may have been the gps draining the batter My
Jeep drains the new battery after a few days. There is a large sparks when I touch the battery
cable to the battery pos or neg. I heard a clunk at the same time then noticed the rad fan tries I
have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Battery drains when jeep is not started for
a few days and have to recharge battery. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Jeep Grand Cherokee question. Sell Your
Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Grand Cherokee
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. When properly equipped, it is very capable on or off road, and it makes a good
choice for trailer towing. All Grand Cherokees are easy to live with. Luxurious interior finish,
hushed noise levels, and supportive seats make it a welcome road trip companion. The optional
Uconnect 8. What sets the Jeep flagship SUV apart from its competition is the wide range of
powertrains and available trim levels. Most Grand Cherokees come with a 3. Expect 18 mpg
overall from the gasoline V6; a turbodiesel V6 returns 24 mpg overall and makes trailer towing a
breeze, but it's a fairly expensive option. A Hemi V8 also remains available, as does a super-fast
Trackhawk version. Buyers can choose from rear or all-wheel-drive, and a variety of
all-wheel-drive systems are available. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the
vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our
latest subscriber survey of Jeep Grand Cherokee owners. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. The newer software version from
Jeep doesn't have this issue. Why Jeep doesn't maintain all car generation in the same software
version? The system does not always recognize the phone is plugged into it. Also, Apple Car
Play conflicts with Bluetooth. Also, one cannot make phone calls while in reverse. None of the
controls would work radio knobs, sport mode, lane assists buttons, touch screen etc. I took it in
to be repaired and they swapped out the whole touch screen console. The day I picked it up
fixed it immediately had the same problem. I waited over a month for more parts and the vehicle
was in the shop for another 7 days. They replaced the fuse box and tightened a loose
connection. It appears to be fixed. The problem started with less than miles on the brand new
vehicle. Jeep said they were aware of the problem. After 4 days Jeep distributed new software
that fixed the problem. In compensation Jeep and XM provided an additional free year of
service. Jeep dealer wasn't unable to determine the cause. Speculated that it was reading old
fingerprints on the screen during cold weather. This is a hassle when using GPS. The screen
dispalyed when the vehicle warmed up. The radio was replaced under warranty. Fitzgerald Jeep
did the work in 30 minutes. EVERY other car I've owned will immediately read the external
device upon startup, but in my Jeep I need to reach down, while driving, unplug and then replug
the USB so the car will read the device. It's let to me swerving out of my lane on several
occasions. I've tried every cable I can get my hands on, and numerous devices, and nothing
works. I took it to Jeep and they told me it worked absolutely fine for them and there was no
problem. The Service Dept is complete garbage, but that's a different tale altogether. I took it in
and the service department had it for 13 days and had to replace the entire unit. I got a loaner
car. I was not brought up with computers so the wording and symbols are something that I am
not familiar with at all. As for that part, the salesman did not explain or slow down so I could
understand what he was talking about I save a favorite as channel 1 but it's not in channel 1

when I turn on the car next time. Or what the dealer told me required software updates. I have
asked to have the electronics replaced but the dealer and FCA have so far refused. I always
wanted a Grand Cherokee and now i have one it's electronics are a mess I will never buy
another. Software update fixed that issue. Although still have a loud thump occasionally when
the stereo is turned. They did not seal well around the side pillars so water collected in my
spare tire well". Additionally, there a severe rattle passenger side rear door area. Dealer
suggested it possibly was the jack in the spare tire component. Still have noise every now and
then. They have worked on it ever since but can't fix it and their customer service person was
awful. They have now agreed to exchange it for a new one. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods,
wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps
and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Dashboard warning lights and message said to have air suspension system
checked immediately. However, noise would soon stop and message goes away. Vehicle ran
fine afterwards. This happened approx. I contacted my dealer, who then did a warranty repair at
no charge. My dealer did a fantastic job on the repair and I've had no problems since that time.
Took four visits to the dealer to actually get it corrected. After replacing fuses and "adjusting"
the system, they finally replaced the compressor, which they determined had failed. No issues
since the replacement of the compressor. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder,
calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. I am very
uncomfortable with this and have had it to dealer twice but they say is normal. Showed me
another new car does the same. Never seen this before in a vehicle. Also have had intermittent
episodes wher I test the antilock brakes and they don't come on. Unfortunately they say they
cannot reproduce this issue. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or
trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top.
Dealership installed replacement when discovered. Needed it repaired". It took three tries and
multiple days to correct the problem. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine
mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Same issue I had in earlier Jeep Grand Cherokee. Most
of the time, that is true, but frequently, the engine struggles to restart. The same problem
occurs in the Jeep Cherokee though no where near as often or as bad. It seems Chrysler
installed a battery sufficient to usually do the job in an effort to save money. Gee, what a
surprise!!! Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. I still don't know what each function is until I need it like the
interior lighting I have pulled off of the road to shut off a blinding light one may even turn on
accidentally. Instead, the window button lights on the doors come on, but the steering wheel,
center stack and center counsel lights do not light up causing me to not see the climate system
and radio controls until it is completely dark outside. The driver side feels like it is freezing and
the passenger side relevant to the 68 degree setting. There are times when the air conditioning
is set to off and the driver side air temp from the register is definitely being refrigerated. We
have taken the car to the Dealer for a reboot and that has not fixed it. We will take it back again
soon. Shortly after the rattle the entire unit stopped working entirely. Like, that's how this other
component was mounted to the car. I'm lucky the car didn't catch fire with me in it. It's almost 2
years later and yet again I have another rattle in the AC and it doesn't blow as strong. Muffler,
pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. As a result I almost killed myself, my
passengers, and several other cars when pulling out of a dangerous intersection. The vehicle
just completely died. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Radiator, cooling
fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling ,
loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head,
head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Cruise control, clock, warning
lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor,
interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security
system. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Jeep Grand Cherokee
Change Vehicle. There are 7 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction.
Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration
Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the
track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine
idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting

smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel
Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the
government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise
fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent
city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage
is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and
CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile
trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances
and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling
Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver
speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride
Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and
how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the
vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort
Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit
across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating
represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the
same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog
Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne
pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports.
Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses
on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports
subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12
months that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the
trouble spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average
model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or
transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the
latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine
Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling
Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS standard. Head
protection air bags available from , standard from ESC available in , standard from Drive
Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties.
Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Android Auto
"Android auto gets confused when 2 Android phones are connected in the same time. They did
not seal well around the side pillars so water collected in my spare tire well" Brian B. Electronic
or air suspension "Air suspension system made very loud grinding noises for seconds after
starting up. Master cylinder "Told design is ok but if you hold steady soft pressure on brake
peddle it gradually drifts to floor. Doors or sliding doors "Missing part in door frame when car
delivered as new. Needed it repaired" Greg K. Difficult to fill up gas tank "Twice went in for
plugged vent to gas tank requiring tank fill hose be replaced. Interior lights "The lights in the
doors and overhead do not light up when it's not absolutely dark out till I learned which was
which it was suggested to put a magazine or darkening device over the light sensor on the
dashboard and if you don't you are unable to see the overhead lights for whatever function you
may want to use. Electrical failure "The sensor that put car in "hybrid" mode went bad. See All
Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More
From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital
access to ratings and reviews. The fuse panel is on the lower instrument panel just to the left of

the steering column. A label is stamped on the fuse panel cover to identify each fuse for ease of
replacement. Your vehicle is equipped with an electrical power distribution center located in the
engine compartment near the battery. A label inside the latching cover of the center identifies
each component for ease of replacement, if necessary. Blower motor 40A 2. Junction bus power
40A 3. Junction bus pwr lamps 50A 4. ABS pump 40A 5. TCM power 30A 6. ASD 30A 7. Junction
block pwr 50A 8. Ignition starter 40A 9. Radiator fan relay 40A Empty, for IOD fuse storage
Power windows 50A OSS pump 60A Ignition switch 40A Horn 15A PCM 10A OSS module 20A
AC clutch 15A ECM 10A Cabin heater relay 15A Fuel pump 20A ABS main relay 20A Injectors
15A Rear pwr outlet 20A TCM 15A Fuel pump Starter motor TCM Wiper Hi-Low Backup lamp AC
clutch Horn Auto Shut Down Skip to content. Tags: Fuse box diagram Jeep. Accessory Delay
Relay Sunroof. Rear Fog Lamps If Equipped. Rear Wiper Switch, Washer Motors. Reliability
indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the
vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability
information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber
survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in
17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power
equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is
based on our latest subscriber survey of Jeep Grand Cherokee owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. The newer software
version from Jeep doesn't have this issue. Why Jeep doesn't maintain all car generation in the
same software version? The system does not always recognize the phone is plugged into it.
Also, Apple Car Play conflicts with Bluetooth. Also, one cannot make phone calls while in
reverse. None of the controls would work radio knobs, sport mode, lane assists buttons, touch
screen etc. I took it in to be repaired and they swapped out the whole touch screen console. The
day I picked it up fixed it immediately had the same problem. I waited over a month for more
parts and the vehicle was in the shop for another 7 days. They replaced the fuse box and
tightened a loose connection. It appears to be fixed. The problem started with less than miles on
the brand new vehicle. Jeep said they were aware of the problem. After 4 days Jeep distributed
new software that fixed the problem. In compensation Jeep and XM provided an additional free
year of service. Jeep dealer wasn't unable to determine the cause. Speculated that it was
reading old fingerprints on the screen during cold weather. This is a hassle when using GPS.
The screen dispalyed when the vehicle warmed up. The radio was replaced under warranty.
Fitzgerald Jeep did the work in 30 minutes. EVERY other car I've owned will immediately read
the external device upon startup, but in my Jeep I need to reach down, while driving, unplug and
then replug the USB so the car will read the device. It's let to me swerving out of my lane on
several occasions. I've tried every cable I can get my hands on, and numerous devices, and
nothing works. I took it to Jeep and they told me it worked absolutely fine for them and there
was no problem. The Service Dept is complete garbage, but that's a different tale altogether. I
took it in and the service department had it for 13 days and had to replace the entire unit. I got a
loaner car. I was not brought up with computers so the wording and symbols are something
that I am not familiar with at all. As for that part, the salesman did not explain or slow down so I
could understand what he was talking about I save a favorite as channel 1 but it's not in channel
1 when I turn on the car next time. Or what the dealer told me required software updates. I have
asked to have the electronics replaced but the dealer and FCA have so far refused. I always
wanted a Grand Cherokee and now i have one it's electronics are a mess I will never buy
another. Software update fixed that issue. Although still have a loud thump occasionally when
the stereo is turned. They did not seal well around the side pillars so water collected in my
spare tire well". Additionally, there a severe rattle passenger side rear door area. Dealer
suggested it possibly was the jack in the spare tire component. Still have noise every now and
then. They have worked on it ever since but can't fix it and their customer service person was
awful. They have now agreed to exchange it for a new one. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods,
wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps
and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Dashboard warning lights and message said to have air suspension system
checked immediately. However, noise would soon stop and message goes away. Vehicle ran
fine afterwards. This happened approx. I contacted my dealer, who then did a warranty repair at
no charge. My dealer did a fantastic job on the repair and I've had no problems since that time.
Took four visits to the dealer to actually get it corrected. After replacing fuses and "adjusting"
the system, they finally replaced the compressor, which they determined had failed. No issues
since the replacement of the compressor. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder,
calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. I am very

uncomfortable with this and have had it to dealer twice but they say is normal. Showed me
another new car does the same. Never seen this before in a vehicle. Also have had intermittent
episodes wher I test the antilock brakes and they don't come on. Unfortunately they say they
cannot reproduce this issue. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or
trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top.
Dealership installed replacement when discovered. Needed it repaired". It took three tries and
multiple days to correct the problem. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine
mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Same issue I had in earlier Jeep Grand Cherokee. Most
of the time, that is true, but frequently, the engine struggles to restart. The same problem
occurs in the Jeep Cherokee though no where near as often or as bad. It seems Chrysler
installed a battery sufficient to usually do the job in an effort to save money. Gee, what a
surprise!!! Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. I still don't know what each function is until I need it like the
interior lighting I have pulled off of the road to shut off a blinding light one may even turn on
accidentally. Instead, the window button lights on the doors come on, but the steering wheel,
center stack and center counsel lights do not light up causing me to not see the climate system
and radio controls until it is completely dark outside. The driver side feels like it is freezing and
the passenger side relevant to the 68 degree setting. There are times when the air conditioning
is set to off and the driver side air temp from the register is definitely being refrigerated. We
have taken the car to the Dealer for a reboot and that has not fixed it. We will take it back again
soon. Shortly after the rattle the entire unit stopped working entirely. Like, that's how this other
component was mounted to the car. I'm lucky the car didn't catch fire with me in it. It's almost 2
years later and yet again I have another rattle in the AC and it doesn't blow as strong. Muffler,
pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. As a result I almost killed myself, my
passengers, and several other cars when pulling out of a dangerous intersection. The vehicle
just completely died. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Radiator, cooling
fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling ,
loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head,
head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Cruise control, clock, warning
lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor,
interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security
system. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Jeep Grand Cherokee
Change Vehicle. When properly equipped, it is very capable on or off road, and it makes a good
choice for trailer towing. All Grand Cherokees are easy to live with. Luxurious interior finish,
hushed noise levels, and supportive seats make it a welcome road trip companion. There are 7
recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common
Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability
Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor.
Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware.
Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17
potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment
and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to
provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a
specific year. What Owners Say. Android Auto "Android auto gets confused when 2 Android
phones are connected in the same time. They did not seal well around the side pillars so water
collected in my spare tire well" Brian B. Electronic or air suspension "Air suspension system
made very loud grinding noises for seconds after starting up. Master cylinder "Told design is ok
but if you hold steady soft pressure on brake peddle it gradually drifts to floor. Doors or sliding
doors "Missing part in door frame when car delivered as new. Needed it repaired" Greg K.
Difficult to fill up gas tank "Twice went in for plugged vent to gas tank requiring tank fill hose be
replaced. Interior lights "The lights in the doors and overhead do not light up when it's not
absolutely dark out till I learned which was which it was suggested to put a magazine or
darkening device over the light sensor on the dashboard and if you don't you are unable to see
the overhead lights for whatever function you may want to use. Electrical failure "The sensor

that put car in "hybrid" mode went bad. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars.
Ford Edge. Jeep Grand Cherokee. Nissan Murano. This score shows whether the model had
more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total
number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. Combustion in the intake
manifold can increase the risk of a fire. Read Recall Details. This mixture may combust inside
the intake manifold. What should you do:. Dealers will also inspect and, as necessary, replace
the intake manifold. Parts are not currently available. Owners were mailed an interim notification
on December 21, A second notification will be mailed when parts are available, currently
expected to be around March 11, The recall is expected to begin December 31, Potential Number
of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. If the floor mat prevents the accelerator pedal from
returning to idle, there would be an increased risk of a crash. These floor mats may have
insufficient clearance between the mat and the accelerator pedal, possibly inhibiting the pedal
from returning to an idle position. Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will replace any of the
affected floor mats, free of charge. The recall began November 15, Owners may contact Chrysler
customer service at Chrysler's number for this recall is UB5. The driver's floor mat may have
insufficient clearance between the mat and the accelerator pedal, possibly preventing the pedal
from returning to the idle position. Chrysler's number for this recall is UB3. A vehicle stall can
increase the risk of a crash. The powertrain control module may be equipped with a voltage
regulator chip in the circuit board that may fail, causing a stall or a no start condition. Chrysler
will notify owners, and dealers will replace the powertrain control module, free of charge. The
recall began October 2, Chrysler's number for this recall is U If the vehicle maintains its speed
or accelerates despite attempts to deactivate the cruise control, there would be an increased
risk of a crash. These vehicles are being recalled to address a defect that could prevent the
cruise control system from disengaging. If, when using cruise control, there is a short circuit
within the vehicle's wiring, the driver may not be able to shut off the cruise control either by
depressing the brake pedal or manually turning the system off once it has been engaged,
resulting in either the vehicle maintaining its current speed or possibly accelerating. Chrysler
will notify owners, and dealers will inspect the software, and perform a software flash on the
engine or powertrain control module, free of charge. The recall began June 4, Note: Owners are
advised to stop using cruise control until the software update has been performed. In the event
that cruise control cannot be disengaged while driving, owners should firmly and steadily apply
the brakes and shift the transmission to neutral, placing the vehicle in park once it has stopped.
If the incorrect
vw passat front coil spring replacement
harley davidson tail light wiring diagram
super clasicos
park lock rod is installed, the transmission may not shift into 'PARK' and keep the vehicle from
moving, increasing the risk of unintended vehicle movement and the risk of a crash. An
incorrect transmission park lock rod may have been installed in the transmission. Chrysler will
notify owners, and dealers will install the correct park lock rod, free of charge. The recall began
June 28, If the fuel line separates, the engine may stall, increasing the risk of a crash. In
addition, a fuel line separation increases the risk of an engine compartment fire and injury. The
fuel line may separate. Chrysler will notify owners, and dealers will inspect and, as necessary,
replace the fuel line, free of charge. The recall began February 23, Show More. Check Vehicle for
Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

